
- Girls
- Women
- Erotic models
- Prostitutes











Our Slogan since

for the generous gentleman



Our motto
and

for our
models and
employees







--NOStreet prostitution --

--For hygienic reasons NO SEX outdoor --







FURTHER: 

Your 

health is

important

for us:

Sex 

without





Charming 

Girls and

sexy Ladies 

for



is well-known
for

in



and ladies in

-- Lingerie
-- Nylons

and always

-- High
Heels.



You are
mainly

in 
good hotels
or you make

private 
visits. 







, but you‘re scared,
because you‘re without

experiences as ESCORT
or in SEX WORK?



will 
help you.

DON‘T 
WORRY.







you can
come with your best
girlfriend or sister and
you work together.









Your guests and dates
you‘ll





has mostly…







-- restaurants,

-- hotel bars

-- discos or

theatre.

It‘s partly going out and accompany the

clients in…

And this is what
the job

MAKES EXCITING.



My page as EXAMPLE you
can see on the next site



Only an extract

of the setcard



A and ADVERTISE-
MENTS in German Online magazines (example here)





-- NO DRUGS

(Drugs are forbidden)

-- NO PIMPS but..

works correct and is
. EXAMPLES?

.. a

working con-
tract for you.



MINIMUM 

for each appointment.

In AVERAGE

With 

(voluntary!) 







13.) A room for living

and sleeping

for only



Those were just a few points

and I promise you, that this is..

…an 

with best

earnings

opportu-

nities, BUT:





-- 18 to 45 years old
-- slim and attractive with
-- english kowledges.
-- Charming and stylished
-- correct and honest
-- reliable and discrete
-- communicative and

open-minded
-- with a faible for

sexy attire and
-- take pleasure in Sex







Age – Height – Weight – Bra Size - Nationality



https://www.mpm-models.de/SEARCH-

work-as-ESCORTLADY.html

https://www.mpm-models.de/SEARCH-work-as-ESCORTLADY.html


--- We will reply
to you and send 
you a working
contract, that
you can read…



This is for and
security and:

We ADD 2 attach-
ments to the contract:



A QUESTIONAIRE concerning
your personal interests,..

..hobbies, likes
/ dislikes and
your services

for the guests.



A page with your
FEES, what are

EXTRA SERVICES for
clients and how

much YOU‘LL GET
for each „Extra“ 

from your customer.



CORRECT!



You mail us back 

please

1.) the signed

contract

2.) a copy of your

ID card

3.) The filled-out 

page with perso-

nal info plus…



elegant, sexy and erotic,
topless (no must).



Photos as you see here. Then
it‘s matching for MPM-MODELS







We want upload
your setcard

before
you come to
STUTTGART. 

Google and the
clients should
find and see

your sed-
card and that…



YOUR

We are

and you are…





it‘s start.



as a 
charming lady
and seductive

CALLGIRL





QUESTIONS!



ESCORTSERVICE

Stuttgart, Germany, Europe

D – 70597 Stuttgart 

Phone: 0049 – 171 – 44 38 048

service@mpm-models.de

VAT: DE 813 185 721

mailto:service@mpm-models.de

